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Nonlinear sediment responseduring the 1994 Northridge earthquake:
Observations and finite source simulations
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Abstract. We haveaddressed
thelong-standing
question
regardingnonlinearsediment
response
in theLos Angelesregionby testingwhethersedimentamplificationwassimilarbetweenthe
Northridgeearthquake
anditsaftershocks.
Comparing
theweak-andstrong-motion
siteresponse
at 15 sedimentsites,we find thatamplificationfactorsweresignificantlylessfor the main shock
implyingsystematicnonlinearity.The differenceis largestbetween2 and4 Hz (a factorof 2), and
is significant
at the99% confidence
levelbetween0.8 and5.5 Hz. Theinferenceof nonlinearity
is robustwith respectto theremovalof possiblyanomalous
sedimentsitesandhow thereferencesitemotionis defined. Furthermore,theoreticalground-motionsimulationsshowno evidenceof
anybiasfromfinitesourceeffectsduringthemainshock.Nonlinearityis alsosuggested
by the
fact that the four sediment sites that contain a clear fundamental resonance for the weak motion

exhibit
a conspicuous
absence
ofthepeakinthestrong
motion.Although
wehavetakenthefirst
stepof establishing
the presenceof nonlinearity,it remainsto definethephysicsof nonlinear
response
andto testthemethodologies
presently
appliedroutinelyin engineering
practice.The

inference
of nonlinearity
implies
thatcaremustbeexercised
in usingsediment
sitedatatostudy
largeearthquakes
or predictstronggroundmotion.

1. Introduction

nonlinear response where the degree of amplification
generally decreases, and layer resonances shift to lower
It has been recognized since at least 1898 [Milne, 1898] frequencies,as the level of groundmotion increases. In fact,
that sedimentary deposits can increase earthquake ground at some point sediments are believed to reduce amplitudes
motion relative to bedrock. Such sedimentamplification has relativeto bedrock[e.g., Seed and Idriss, 1983' Idriss, 1990].
beendocumentedin numerousstudiesof small earthquakes,and A large body of engineeringliteratureexists on this topic,
the physics is well understoodin terms of linear elasticity upon which methodologieshave been developedand usedin
[Aki, 1988]. In order to conserve energy, wave amplitudes practice since the 1970s [e.g.,
Ishihara, 1996].
generallyincreasein sedimentsdue to lower seismicvelocities Unfortunately, these methodologies are not based on any
and densities. In addition, resonancescan occur where distinct

layer boundariesexist.
For the damaginglevels of groundmotion producedby large
earthquakes,however, there has been a long-standing debate
regarding the nature of sediment amplification.
The
prevailingview in the geotechnicalengineeringcommunityis
that sediments behave nonlinearly during large earthquakes
[e.g., Hardin and Drnevich, 1972a,b; Finn, 1991; Ishihara,
1996]. That is, dueto the finite strength of unconsolidated

fundamental
principlesof physics. In fact, accordingto a
recently publishedengineering textbook on the subject
[Ishihara, 1996, p. 28] "...thereis no nonlinearmodelof any
kind establishedon a soundphysicalbasis."
Short of the quicksandeffect of liquefaction, where watersaturated
sandslooseshearrigidityandbehaveasa liquid [Seed
and Lee, 1966; Ishihara, 1996], seismologists have
traditionally remainedskeptical as to the pervasivenessof
nonlinear sediment behavior.

Their reasons were: (1) a

sediments,
the shearmodulusdependson the strain amplitude reluctance[o introduce a significantly more complicated
in violation of Hooke'slaw. This perspectiveis basedalmost model, and a desire to err on the side of caution, when the
entirely on laboratory tests of sedimentarysamples, which relatively few strong-motion observations were consistent
imply that the shear modulus (and thus the shear wave with linear elasticity' (2) a skepticism that laboratory
velocity)is reduced,and the degreeof attenuation(or damping) measurements
can reliably reflect in situ behavior given the
is increasedas strain amplitudesincrease [e.g., Hardin and well-known difficulties of obtaining undisturbedsediment
Drnevich, 1972b; Vuceticand Dobry, 1991]. This predictsa samplesfor analysis. This seismologicalperspectivewas

reflectedin a 1988 seminalreview [Aki, 1988, p. 115] which
concludedthat "... the amplification tactor obtained for a
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earthquakes. However, many of these are thought to be
associatedwith liquefaction, such as the observations at
TreasureIsland during the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake[e.g.,
Jarpeet al., 1989] and at PortIslandin Kobe, Japanduringthe
1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake [e.g., Kazama, 1996;
Aguirre and Irikura, 1995]. In addition, some of the studies
havebeenchallengedin the literatureand remain controversial
[e.g., Chin and Aki, 1991; Wennerberg,1996; Chin andAki,
1996a].

The significanceof nonlinearity for the type of stiff-soil
sites found in southern California remains particularly
problematic. Rogers et al. [1984] reportedno statistically
significant evidencefor nonlinear sedimentresponsein the
Los Angeles basin duringthe 1971 San Fernandoearthquake,
althoughBeresnevand Wen [1996] have suggestedthat their
analysis was not ideally suited for such a test. In addition,
studiesof observedand predictedpeak motion during the 1994
Northridgeearthquakehave resultedin mixed interpretations
[Borcherdt, 1996; Chin and Aki, 1996b], and a study by
Harmsen[1997] of spectralamplification was nonconclusive.
This lack of strong evidencefor sedimentnonlinearity in the
greaterLos Angelesregion couldbe dueeither to it not being
significant for the levels of ground motion thus far
experiencedor to it having gone undetectedgiven other
sourcesof uncertaintyin the data.
The presentdisparitybetweenseismologicalunderstanding
and engineering practice for sediment sites in southern
California remains a significant impediment to the further
refinement of seismic hazard assessments, as reflected in a

recentstudywhere some of the groundmotion modelsapplied
assumednonlinearityand somedid not [Petersenet al., 1997].
The issueof nonlinearity also brings into questionthe use of
empirical Greensfunctions [Bakun and Bufe, 1975; Mueller,
1985] as an estimate of combined path and site effects at
sedimentsites during large earthquakes. Given the limited
quantity of strong-motion data that currently exists, an

appropriate
strategyof addressing
this problemis to develop
novelwaysof analyzingexistingdata.
Previously Field et al. [1997] presentedpreliminary
evidencefor a systematicnonlinearresponseat sedimentsites
during the 1994 Northridge earthquake. We extend those
results here by applying a more elaborate set of statistical
tests. Most importantly, we present theoretical ground
motion simulation results to demonstrate that finite source
effects do not influence
the inference
of
sediment

nonlinearity. Our primarygoal here is to firmly establishthe
presence of sediment nonlinearity, leaving any detailed
quantification of the physical process or testing of
engineeringmethodologiesto subsequentstudies.
2. Seismic

In order to make a systematiccomparisonof site response
estimatesbetween strong and weak motion, we compiled data
for all siteswhere both Northridge main shock and aftershock
recordingswere obtained. After excludingone site (Tarzana)
becauseof unexplainedanomalous behavior [Chang et al.,
1996; Spud,
ich et al., 1996; Rial, 1996], we wereleft with the
21 siteslisted in Table 1 and plottedin Figure 1. We will refer
to sites by their strong-motion station name (see Table 1 for
the name of the colocatedaftershockrecordingsite). On the
basis of surfacegeology, 15 of these sites are categorizedas

sediments(Quaternaryalluvium), 2 as soft rock (Tertiary
units), and 4 as hard rock (Mesozoicbasement).
To keep the quantityof datamanageable,we have limited

ourselvesto aftershocksgreater than magnitude3.0 which
occurredwithin 20 days of the main shock and that were
recorded at the hard-rock site SCT.

The 184 resultant

events

are plotted in Figure 1 (a complete list, as well as the
waveformdata, are availablefrom E. H. Field). Also shown in

Figure1 is the surfaceprojectionof the main shock rupture
distributionas determinedby Wald et al. [1996].
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Figure1. Reliefmapof thestudyregion.Thealluvium
recording
sitesareshown
aswhitetriangles,
thesoft
rocksitesareshownasgraytriangles,andthehardrocksitesareshownas blacktriangles. Aftershocks
epicenters
areshown
withcrosses,
andthemainshock
rupture
distribution
is outlined
by thebox[WaMet al.,
1996].Thefaultplanedipsto thesouthwest,
withthetopedgeat a depthof 5 krnandthebottomedgeat a
depthof 20.4km. Thelocation
of maximum
slipis marked
withthesolidstar.SeeTable1 for stationnames.
Reprinted
by permission
fromNature [Fieldet al., 1997,Copyright
1997,Macmillan
Magazines
Ltd.].
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The levelsof peak groundaccelerationsexperiencedduring forthejth aftershock,
Oij(f),is represented
asa product
of
the main shock werebetween293 and426 crn/s2 at the hard- source,path, and site effects:
rock sitesandbetween99 and924 cm/g2 at the sedimentsites
(1)
(Table 1). For comparison, the peak ground accelerations
O•(j')= •(.D P(j(J')
Si(.f)
experiencedat the hard-rocksite SCT rangedbetween0.18 and
55.54 crn/s2 for the aftershocks.
wherefis
frequency,
Ej(f)isthesource
effect
of thejth event,

P•/(J)is thepatheffectfortheith station
andjth event,and
3. Site ResponseEstimation
3.1.

Weak

Motion

Si(J) is the site response
for the ith site. The path effectis
further specifiedas

P•(J)
=r'1e-•f Ts
/Q(J)

(2)

Followingthe work of severalpreviousinvestigators[e.g.,
where r is the hypocentral distance measuredfrom the
1989; Boatwright et al., 1991], the horizontal component aftershock
location,Ts is theobserved
shearwavetraveltime,
qualityfactorrepresenting
attenuation.
shearwaveFourieramplitudespectrumobservedat the ith site andQ(f) is an assumed

Borcherdt, 1970; Andrews, 1986; Bonamassa and Mueller,
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B: Hard-rock

sites

Appendix,and the uncertaintieshave been obtainedassuming
a lognormal distribution as legitimized by Field and Jacob
[19951.
Someof the weak-motionestimatesshownin Figure 2 can
be compared with the results found in other studies.
Specifically, the responsefor sites CPC, JFP, LF6, MPK,
NWH, PCD, SMI, SSA, andSCT comparefavorably with those
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LWS.

foundby Bonilla et al. [1997], in spite of differentspectral
estimation techniques,path-effectcorrections,and referencesite definitions. Similarly, the results for sites VSP, LSS,
TOP, SYH, BHA, NRG, and LWS generally agree with those
foundby Hartzell et al. [1996], although the comparisonis
more difficult since they did not provide uncertainty bounds.
Finally, the responsefor site LF6 agreeswith the traditional
sediment-to-bedrockspectral ratio (LF6/LWS)computed by
Beresnev et al. (1998a).
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The strong-motion site-responseestimates are plotted in
Figure2 with the dashedlines. These wereobtainedfrom the
main shock data using equations(1) and (2) exactly as was
done for the weak-motion aftershocks.

However, care has

beentaken in defining the hypocentraldistancer becausethe
spatialdistributionof rupture(18 by 24 km accordingto Wald
et al. [1996]) was a significantfractionof the distanceto each

C: Soft-rock sites:
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Figure 2. (continued)

relative to the location and timing of maximum moment
releaseas determinedby Wald et al. [ 1996], which ruptured4.5
s into the total rupturedurationof 7 s. This point is markedas
a star in Figure 1. With these values it is presumedthat the
effects of energy arriving from distancesnearer and farther

thanr, aswellasbeforeandafterTs, havebeenaveraged
out.
As discussedlater, this assumptionhas been tested.

Withthestrong-motion
estimates
wealsoneedto c'onsider
other finite source effects such as rupture directivity [e.g.,
Archuleta
and Hartzell, 1981; Heaton, 1982, 1990]. These
By taking the logarithm of both sidesof equation(1), all
result
from
the large spatial extent of the main shock, where
aftershocksourceeffects(E.(f))
andall site responseestimates
J
energyarriving from different locationson the fault plane may

(Si•) are solvedfor simultaneously
using a linear least

squaresgeneralizedinversion [Andrews,1986]. Of the many
schemesthat have been proposed,we follow that outlinedby
Field and Jacob [1995] to ensure reliable uncertainty
estimates.There is one unconstrained
degreeof freedomin the
inversionwhich meansthat all site responseestimatescan be
multipliedby an arbitrary value providedall sourceeffects are
divided by the same amount. This is constrained by
stipulatingthat one or more of the rock sites,referredto as the
referencemotion, has no site responseon average (i.e., unit
amplification).
The resultant site-response estimates
thereforerepresentpath-effect-correctedaverage sediment-tobedrock spectralratios.
The weak-motionsite-responseestimatesobtainedfrom the
aftershockdata are presentedin Figure 2a for the 15 sediment
sites, Figure 2b for the four hard-rock sites (Mesozoic
basement),and Figure 2c for the two soft-rock (Tertiary) sites.
Following Hartzell et al. [ 1996], we have assumedthat Q(f) =

interfere
constructively
or destructively,
causing/•(J)
to vary
with site location.

To the extent

that both the sediment

and

hard-rocksites exhibit a good spatial distribution about the
main shock, these finite sourceeffects will presumably be
averaged out. Nevertheless, we explicitly test for any
potentialbiasesintroducedby finite sourceeffectslater in this
paper.

3.3.

Comparison of Weak and Strong Motion

Estimates

It is important to note that any systematicdifferences
betweenthe truepath effectandthat assumed
in equation(2),
as well as any site effect in the reference-sitedefinition, has
been mappedonto the site-responseestimatesas a sourceof

bias. Thereforewe caution against inferring the "true
response"or absoluteamplificationlevels at any particular
site. However, since the main shock and aftershocks traveled

150fø's in the path-effectcorrection. The inversion similar paths, and the samereference-sitedefinition has been
constraint has been applied as the averageof all hard-rock
sites being equal to unity, meaning the estimates are relative
to the averagesite responseat the four hard-rocksites (PCD,
SCT, LWS, and SSA). The estimation technique used to
compute the horizontal component spectra is detailed the

appliedin both cases,the weak-andstrong-motionestimates
shouldbe equally biased.

Exceptfor two cases(VSP andJFP),the strong-motion
siteresponse
estimatesplottedin Figure2 (dashedlines) generally
fall within the natural variability of the weak motion

26,874
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Figure 3. The meanand+2 standarddeviationof the meanconfidencelimits for the 15 alluviumsiteamplificationestimates.The solidlinesrepresentthe weak-motionresultsfor the aftershocks,andthe dashed
lines representthe strong-motion
resultsfor the main shock.Reprintedby permissionfrom Nature [Field et
al., 1997, Copyright1997, MacmillanMagazinesLtd.].

estimates(+2 standarddeviationsas represented
by the lightly
shadedregion). That is, the individualsite responseestimates
do not suggeststatistically significant nonlinearity.
The
level of variability exhibitedby the weak-motionestimatesis
precisely why it has been difficult to resolve the issue of
nonlinearity in previous studies. However, we now have

averageweak-motionsedimentamplification is .-3.1 at I Hz,
ß..2.5 at 3 Hz, and ...1.4 at 10 Hz. The strong-motion
amplification factorsare significantly lower, being 1.9 at 1
Hz, 1.3 at 3 Hz, and 0.8 (deamplification) at 10 Hz. This
difference implies the response at sediment sites was, on
average,nonlinear,or that significantfinite sourceeffectsare

results for several sediment sites which can be combined to see

present.

if any systematicnonlinearbehavioris identifiable.
A more statistically efficient way to look for nonlinearity
Shown in Figure 3, for the weak- and strong-motion is to divide the weak- and strong-motion
estimatesat eachsite
separately, are the mean and approximate 95% confidence beforecomputingthe averages. That way any path-effector
limits of the 15 sediment site-responseestimates. The reference-site biases are normalized out. We can then define
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Figure4. Ratios
of theweak-tothestrong-motion
siteresponse
estimates
foreachof the15sediment
sites
(dashedlines). The valuesat 3 Hz are listed in Table 1. The mean and 95% confidenceregion of all the
sediment-site
ratiosare plottedwith the solidlines and shadedregion(basedon a t distributionwith 14 degrees
of freedom),revealing that the weak-motionamplification estimatesare, on average,significantly higher
implyingnonlinearity.Reprintedby permissionfrom Nature [Fieldet al., 1997, Copyright 1997, Macmillan
Magazines Ltd.].
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terms of rejecting the null hypothesis as plotted in Figure 4,
doesnot dependon the inclusion of any particular rock site.
In fact, we foundthat the differencepersists no matter what

the null hypothesis that the weak- and strong-motion
responsewas similar and test this by determiningwhetherthe
ratios are significantly different from unity. The result is
shownin Figure 4, where the individual ratios are plotted with
a dashedline and the mean and 95% confidence region is
plotted with the solid lines and shadedregion. The result
implies that the weak-motionresponseis significantlygreater

Therefore the conclusion of significant nonlinearity is
unlikely to be biasedby any anomaliesat the hard-rocksites.
To test whether the choice of quality factor applied in

(at the 95% level of confidence) over almost the entire

equation
(2) (Q(f)= 150fø'5[fromHartzellet al., 1996])

frequencyband,leadingto the rejectionof the null hypothesis
that the response was linear. In fact, the difference is
significant at the 99% confidencelevel between 0.8 and 5.5

might influenceout result, we also applied the Q models of
Peng [1989] and Bonillia et al. [1997], as well as a constantQ
of 328 (obtainedby includingthis as a parameterto be solved
for in the inversion) and found the resultsunchanged. This is
not unexpectedsince,as discussed
above, taking the ratios of

Hz.

We have

conducted

several

tests

to

ensure

that

the

difference seen in Figure 4 does not result from something
other than nonlinearity. Theseare discussed
in section4.

combination

of hard-rock

sites is used as the reference

motion.

weak-to strong-motionsite responseas in Figure4 should
normalize any path-effectbiasesout.

4. Tests of Potential

The shallowest
depthof the mainshockrupturewasabout5

Biases

km, with the most significant moment releasebelow 7 km

Figure 4 exhibits two ratios that have particularly high
values.One might wonderthereforeif the rejection of the null
hypothesis dependson the inclusion of these two anomalous
sites. The averagedifferencein Figure 4 is largest between2
and 4 Hz, so consider the ratio values at 3 Hz (listed in Table 1

for reference). If we exclude the two highest values
(correspondingto VSP and JFP as seen in Figure 2 andTable
1), the differenceactually becomesmore significant as the
standard deviation is reduced more than the mean. In fact, at 3

Hz one must remove the 10 highest ratios in Figure 4 before
the differenceloses significance at the 95% confidencelevel
(accordingto the t distribution). Thereforeit does not seem
likely that the result is biased by the inclusion of a few
possiblyanomaloussedimentsites.
Similarly, one might suspectthat the inclusion of an
anomalous

hard-rock

site in the reference-motion

definition

could bias the result. As stated previously, the absolute
amplification levels (e.g., Figure 3) do indeed depend on
which combination

of rock sites is used as the reference.

This

can be seen by examining the individual hard-rock siteresponse estimates plotted in Figure 2b. However, the
differencebetween the weak- and strong-motion estimates, in

20

I

I

I

I

[Waldet al., 1996]. Onemight thereforewonderif including
aftershockswith significantlyshallowerdepths introducesa
bias. To testthis possibility,we alsoperformedthe inversion
usingonly aftershocksof depthgreaterthan 7 km. The result,

plottedin Figure5, doesnot changethe conclusionregarding
the null hypothesis. This test also rulesout a possible bias
from the earliest aftershocksthat were assigneda nominal
depthof 6 km.
4.1.

Finite

Source

Effects

Perhapsthe most severe potential sourceof bias comes

from finite sourceeffectswhich, as statedpreviously,result
from the largespatialextentof the main-shockrupture. To
test whether our choice of hypocentral distance (r), as
measuredfrom the location of maximum moment release(star
in Figure 1), might be influential, we also defined the
hypocentraldistancefrom each of the four comers of the fault
plane (box in Figure 1) and found the rejection of the null
hypothesis unchanged. Similarly, we also defined the travel

time Ts relativethe initiation andterminationof rupture7 s
later, rather than the timing of maximum moment releaseused
above, and came to the same conclusion.
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Figure 5. Sameas Figure4, except whereonly aftershockswith depthgreaterthan 7 km have been usedin
the inversion.
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Figure 6. Sameas Figure4, exceptthatonly the LA basinsites(LCN, HST, LSS, ALF, BHA, andLVS have
been used in the inversion (relative to rock site SCT). Note that the 95% confidencelimits here are base on the

t distribution
with only5 degrees
of freedom(sinceonlysix sediment
sitesareincluded).The discrepancy
at 3
Hz is 1.6 andis significantat the 95% level.

A more problematic finite source effect is producedby
rupturedirectivity[e.g.,Archuletaand Hartzell, 1981; Heaton,
1990; Somerville et al., 1997]. As mentioned previously,
this resultsfrom the large spatial extent of the rupture,where
energyarriving from different locationson the fault plane can
interfere constructively or destructively depending on the

which is consistentwith the notion that the nonlinearity will
be lessfor the lower groundmotion levels at the more distant
sites.

As a more direct and quantitativetest, we also investigated
the influenceof finite sourceeffectsby forwardmodelingthe

Slip Amplitude Contour

POSition
of theobservational
Site(causing
/•(f) in equation
(1) to vary with location). The Northridgeearthquakerupture
initiated near the bottom of the fault and propagatedupdip
[Wald et al., 1996]. Becausethe rupturevelocity is similar to
the shear wave velocity, waves radiated from different
locationson the fault arrived more or less simultaneouslyfor
siteslocatednear the updipextensionof the fault plane (NWH,
JFP, and SYH). This may have causedshorter durationsand
larger amplitudes, especially at lower frequencieswhere the
energy constructivelyinterferes,relative to the ground motion

experienced
at other sites. Studiesto date suggestthat
directivity effects are significant at frequencieslower than
-1.6 Hz and generally in the direction perpendicularto the
fault plane [Somerville et al., 1997]. This would imply that
such effects are probably not influential at the higher
frequencieswhere we infer nonlinearity. However, the data
available to studydirectivity are very limited, so our current
understandingmay not justify such heuristic reasoning.
Thereforeit is important to considerhow rupturedetails may
haveinfluencedthe sourceeffect perceivedat eachsiteand how
this may influenceour inferenceof nonlinearity.
As one test, we also performedthe inversionusing only the
relatively distant Los Angeles basin'sites (LCN, HST, LSS,
ALF, BHA, and LVS), with the hard-rock site SCT used as the
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referencemotion. Becausethese sites are at a greaterdistance
andcovera narrowerrange of azimuths, any bias dueto finite
sourceeffectsshouldbe reduced.The resultis shown in Figure

Figure 7. TheNorthridge
earthquake
net slip distribution,

6. Althoughwe now haveonly six siteswith whichto test the
null hypothesis,the differenceis still significantat 3 Hz at

reproduced
from Zeng andAnderson[ 1996], usedto compute
the main shock synthetic seismograms.The dottedlines are

the 95% confidencelevel. The differenceis generally less, a

contours of rupture time at 0.5-s intervals. ¸

factorof-1.6 at 3 Hz asopposed
to a factorof -2 in Figure4,
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Societyof America. All rightsreserved.
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Table 2. LayeredVelocityModel for the NorthridgeEarthquake
SyntheticSeismograms
a

Thickness,
km

Vi,,km/sec

Qt,

V•.,km/sec

Qs

Density

0.1
0.2
0.2

1.2
1.9
2.8

50
80
90

0.50
0.95
1.50

20
40
60

1.7
2.0
2.3

3.5
2.5
14.0
16.0
Inf

4.0
4.8
6.1
7.0
7.8

600
900
1500
1500
1500

2.15
2.65
3.50
4.00
4.50

400
600
1000
1000
1000

2.5
2.6
2.9
3.0
3.3

aFrom
ZengandAnderson
[ 1996].¸ 1996,Seismological
Society
of America.All rightsreserved.

Northridgeearthquakegroundmotion at our 21 sites. We used
the kinematic composite sourcesimulation techniqueof Zeng
et al. [1994], which representsone of the most extensively
validatedmethodologiesavailable (testedagainst the Loma
Prieta, Landers,and Northridge earthquakesin California, the
Guerrero, Mexico earthquake, and the Uttarkashi, India
earthquake).The Northridge-specificrupture model obtained
by ZengandAnderson[1996] wasusedhere. Specifically, the
main shock ruptureis representedby a fractal distribution of
subevents,each of which radiatesthe displacementpulseof a
crack model [Sato and Hirasawa, 1973]. The location and size
of each subevent were determinedpreviously by a genetic
algorithm inversion of the Northridge earthquakedata using
frequenciesbetween 0.3 and 3.0 Hz [Zeng and Anderson,
1996]. The net slip distribution for this rupture model is
shown in Figure 7, which generally agrees with the slip

distributionfoundby others [e.g., Wald et al., 1996]. The
Greens functions (i.e., path effects)used in the simulation
were computed using the generalized reflection and
transmissioncoefficients methodof Luco and Apsel [1983].
The samegeneric southernCalifornia velocity model was used
for all sites (Table 2), so the synthetic seismogramsdo not
containsite effects. For comparison, a set of synthetics were
computedfor nine relatively small earthquakes(crack radiusof
0.5 km)distributed evenly over the rupture plane, each of
which was given the samefocal mechanismas the main shock.
An analysis using equations (1) and (2), identical to that
applied to the actual observations, was then applied to the
synthetic seismograms(with the nine relatively small events
representing aftershocks). The resultant site-response
estimatesfor the 15 sedimentand 4 hard-rocksites are plotted

in Figures8a and8b, respectively,
in analogywith Figures2a
and 2b. The resultsfor the small earthquakes(solid lines with
shading) reveal frequencydependentbehavior at some of the
siteswhich might be interpretedas site resonances. However,
no site effects were includedin the syntheticsso this behavior
representsdifferencesbetweenthe computedGreensfunctions
and the path-effectcorrection usedin the inversion (equation
(2)), which is precisely why we previously warned against
inferring absolute amplification factors from Figure 2. The
resultsfor the main shocksynthetics(dashedlines in Figure 8)
exhibit some significant differences from the small-event
estimatesindicating significant finite sourceeffects.
Figure 9 shows the synthetic main shock and small-event
site responseestimates averagedover the 15 sediment sites.
That the average for the small events is near unity over the
entire frequencyband (i.e., no implied site response)suggests
both that equation (2) is an adequaterepresentation, on

average, of the theoretical Greens functions and that source

radiation pattern effects are averagedout as well. More
importantly,the resultfor the main shockis not significantly
differentfrom that of the aftershocks,
implyingthat any finite
source effects have also been averaged out and are not
masquerading as nonlinearity in the strong-motion
observations.

In analogy with Figure 4, Figure 10 shows the ratio of
small-event to main shock site responseestimates for the
syntheticseismograms.The individual estimatesreveal some
markeddeparturesfrom unity implying finite sourceeffects.
In particular, the three sites that exhibit anomalouslylow
values below 1 Hz (implying relatively high main shock
amplitudes due to finite source effects) are JFP, SYH, and
NWH. This is a resultof the directivity effect describedabove
for thesesiteslocatednear the updipextensionof the fault.
Although the individual ratios in Figure 10 suggest that
finite sourceeffectsare present, the averagesin Figures9 and
10 suggestthat these effects are averagedout and do not

influence our rejection of the null hypothesis regarding
sediment nonlinearity. Indeed, if we use the synthetic
seismogramratios (dashedlines in Figure 10) to correct the
observedratios (Figure 4) for the finite sourceeffects, the null
hypothesis is still rejected at the 95% confidence level no
matter what combination
the reference

4.2.

Site

of the four hard-rock sites is used as

motion.

Classifications

One final issue concernshow the siteswere classified. It is

very common for different studies to apply different
classificationsto a particularsite (e.g., basedon different
geological
maps).Furthermore,
a subsequent
analysis
of a site
(e.g., a borehole study) often results in a classification

change. We have chosento avoidthis thorny issueby
adoptingthe designationsgiven in the SouthernCalifornia

Strong-MotionDatabase(Table 1) because
it represents
the
mostofficial classificationthat we couldfind. However,it is

important
to notethatanywrongclassifications
in ourstudy
will onlyreducetheaveragedifference
dueto nonlinearityand
will therefore not influence our rejection of the null
hypothesis. Nevertheless, it is useful to examine our results

for evidenceof any miss classifications.
The site responseestimate for the soft-rock site LF6 in

Figure2c showssignificantamplification. Accordingto
Harmsen [1997] this site is located on artificial fill

and

thereforeshouldperhapsbe classifiedas sediment. Of all the

weak-motionsite responseestimatesin Figure2a, that for
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Figure8. SameasFigures
2a and2b, exceptthatsyntheticseismograms
havebeenusedin theanalysisas
described

in the text.

ALF is the only one that does not show significant
amplification.In addition,this site plots on the boundary
betweensoft rock (Tertiary units) and sediment(Quaternary
alluvium)in the geologicalmap of TinsleyandFurnal[ 1985],
so it couldbe arguedthat this is in fact a soft-rock site.
Finally,the weak-motionsite-response
estimatefor hard-rock
site LWS exhibits amplificationbetween1 and 5 Hz (Figure

These sites were chosen not only becauseof the apparent
resonancebut becausethe peak is also clearly observed in
weak-motionhorizontalto vertical componentspectralratios
(dot-dashedlines in Figure 11), which have previously been
shown to effectively reveal the fundamental resonant
frequencyof sedimentarydeposits[Lermo and Chavez-Garcia,

2b). In fact, Hartzell et al. [1996] resolved three distinct

al., 1996i Seekinset al., 1996;Field,1996]. SiteNWHhas

1993; Lachet and Bard, 1994; Field and Jacob, 1995; Lachet et

peaks(at -1.6, -4.8, and -8.0 Hz) in their weak-motion been included,even though the peak is not that much more
estimatefor this site, suggestingthe fundamentalresonant prominent than those seen at other sites in Figure 2 (e.g.,
frequency
andtwohighermodesof a sediment
layer. Therefore NRG) because the resonance is confirmed by a onethis site shouldperhapsat least be taken out of the hard-rock dimensionaltheoreticalpredictionbased on a borehole drilled
category. Making the above three classificationchanges at this site (dottedline in Figure 11, see caption for details).
would only serve to strengthenthe rejection of the null Finally, site LF6 (classifiedas soft rock but perhapson fill as
hypothesis.To avoidappearingad hoc,however,we havenot discussedabove) is included because it exhibits clear resonant
effects.
madeany suchclassificationchangeshere.
5. Sediment

Resonances

Four sites that exhibit a strong sedimentresonancein the
weak-motionsite-response
estimatesare plotted in Figure 1 1.

For comparison,the main shock site-responseestimatesare
plotted with dashedlines in Figure 11. In all four casesthe
resonance

seen

in

the

weak-motion

data is absent

in

the

strong-motionestimate. Becauseof the naturalvariability of
the weak-motion estimates (representedby the lightly shaded
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Figure 8. (continued)

regionin Figure 2, but not shownin Figure 11) and becauseof
the possible presenceof finite sourceeffects in the strongmotion estimates, caution must be exercised in interpreting
these resultsin terms of reducedamplification factors and/or
resonant frequency shifts. Nevertheless, the fact that the
resonantpeak seen clearly in the weak-motion estimatesis
conspicuouslyabsentin the strong motion data is suggestive
of sediment nonlinearity.

test of finite sourceeffect biases. Using the predictionsto
correctthe observationsdoesnot eliminate the significanceof
nonlinearity, no matter what combinations of rock sites is
used to define the reference

motion.

This conclusion differs from that of Harmsen [1997], who
comparedspectralamplification of Northridgeaftershocksto
the average amplification for the 1971 San Fernando, 1987

Whittier Narrows, 1991 Sierra Madre, and 1994 Northridge
main shocks. Except for three sites (LF6, SMI, and JFP), all
of
which he conjecturedto have experiencedgroundfailure, he
6. Discussion and Conclusions
found weak- and strong-motion estimates to be consistent.
By a systematic comparison of site response estimates However, his strong-motion estimates were complicated by
between the Northridge earthquakeand its aftershocks, we including main shock events from widely different epicentral
have found it necessary to reject the null hypothesis that locations. Therefore his ability to infer nonlinearity was
sedimentresponsewas linear. That is, sedimentamplification exacerbatedby the well-known intrinsic variability of site
was significantlyreduced,by up to a factor of 2, for the main responsewith respect to sourcelocation. We have avoided
shock. Although the absolute amplification factors depend this problem by examining only the Northridge main shock
and its aftershocks, thus enabling the demonstration that
somewhat on the reference site definition, the inference of
nonlinearitydoes not. This conclusionis robust with respect nonlinearitywas more pervasive than just the three sites that
to: the exclusionof any possiblyanomaloussedimentsites if; may have experienced grount• failure. Similar conclusions
only aftershocks deeper than 7 km are used; or if the more have now been reachedin other subsequentstudies[Beresnev
distant Los Angeles Basin site are consideredexclusively.
Kinematic modelingof the main shock groundmotion does
not suggestany bias from finite sourceeffects. We admit that
this and all other methodologiesfor simulating finite source
effects are not totally reliable, especially at higher
frequencies. Furthermore, the Northridge-specific rupture
model was obtained assuminga linear responseat sediment
sites [Zeng and Anderson, 1996], which we now argueis an
invalid assumption. In spite of these limitations the
kinematicmodelingconductedhere doesrepresentthe state of
the art and is certainlya reasonable,if not totally conclusive,

et al., 1998b; Suet al., 1998], which claim to have resolved a

trend in the degree of nonlinearity as a function of input
motion

level.

That the nonlinearityobservedhere is greatestat-3 Hz, and
reducedat higher frequencies, appears to contradict the
laboratory observation that damping values increase (or Q
decreases) with increasing strain levels (implying an
increasing discrepancy with frequency). However, fully
nonlinear calculationspredict a transition frequencyabove
which amplification is actually increasedby the nonlinear

response[e.g., Yu et al., 1993]. This previouslyunanticipated
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behavior is now understoodas a manifestation of period
doublingand sum-and-difference
frequencyinteractions, which
have been observedin the laboratory and are well understood
in terms of classic perturbation theory [e.g., Johnson et al.,
1996]. Another explanation is that laboratory studiesdo not
include the effects of scattering attenuation, which may
alreadydominatethe high frequencyresponseat deep soil sites
(this would explain the low weak-motionamplification levels
implied by Figure 3 at higher frequencies).
In order to infer the presenceof nonlinearitywe wereforced

functionof inputmotionor sitetype,other than to say that it
is significant at sedimentsites near where peak ground
accelerations
between-300 and-425 cm/s2 wereobservedat

hard-rocksites. It is even more difficult to learn anything
aboutthe underlyingphysicalmechanisms
from our study.
From a seismologist's perspective, therefore, this study
represents the logical first step in answering the longstandingquestionregardingnonlineareffects at sedimentsites
in the Los Angeles region. However, as discussedby Field et
al. [1998], we are still a long way from testing the laboratoryto combine the observations from several sediment sites, each basedengineeringmethodologiesused routinely in practice or
of which experienceda different and unknown level of input from understanding the physics of nonlinear sediment
motion during the main shock In addition, each of the sites response in terms of equation of state relationships and
has its own unique, and generally poorly understood,sediment physical mechanisms. More researchis clearly needed,and
structureand composition. Therefore it is difficult to make progressmay well dependon the collection of more strongquantitativestatementsabout the degreeof nonlinearity as a motion data. By far the mosteffective strategywill be the use
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 4, exceptthat syntheticseismograms
have been usedin the analysisas described
in the text. The threeanomalouslylow ratiosbelow 1 Hz representrupturedirectivityeffectsat NWH, JFP, and
SYH.
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before the shear wave arrival. Fourier amplitudespectrawere
then computedand smoothedwith a boxcar function that
increasedin width with the log of frequency(e.g., 0.5 Hz width
at 1 Hz and 1.3 Hz width at 10 Hz).

Aftershock spectral values were eliminated from
considerationfor any one of the following reasons: (1)they
did not exceed 2.7 times that of the noise measured from the
2
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frequency(Hz)

frequency(Hz)

preoPwave signal; (2)the frequencywasless than one-fourth
that of the naturalperiodof the seismometer
(if recordedwith a
velocity sensor); or (3) the hypocentraldistancewas less than
10 km (to minimize the effect of location uncertainties in the

path-effect correction). Finally, all of the remaining
horizontalcomponentobservationsfor a given site and event
(some of the sites recordedon more than one type of sensor
and/orgain level) were combinedwith a geometricaverage.

Figure 11. Site responseestimatesat four sites that reveal a
clear

fundamental

resonance

in

the

weak-motion

estimate

(solid lines with 95% confidence intervals shaded). The dot-

dashed lines represent average horizontal to vertical
componentspectralratios, and the dottedline for NWH is the
predicted one-dimensional weak-motion shear wave site
responsebasedon a borehole study at the site (preliminary
datafrom the "Resolution of Site ResponseIssuesfrom the
Northridge Earthquake" project; C. Roblee, personal
communication,1997). The horizontalto vertical component
spectral ratios, and the theoretical prediction, provide
independent evidence that the observed peaks represent a
fundamentalresonanceof the sediments. That the peaks are
clearly absent, or at least shifted, in the strong motion
estimates(dashedlines), suggestsa nonlinear responseduring
the main shock.

of borehole arrays which, as demonstratedby Wen et al.
[1994, 1995] and Kazama [ 1996], are very effective in
resolvingresonant-frequency
shifts and reducinguncertainties
associatedwith the input motion.
One immediategeophysicalimplication of this study is that
the useof empiricalGreen'sfunctions(i.e., small earthquakes)
as an estimateof the combinedpath and site effectsfor large
earthquakesmay be inappropriate at sediment sites. For
example, the inference of source properties for large
earthquakesusing empirical Green's function deconvolution
[Bakun and Bufe, 1975; Mueller, 1985] may give biased
resultsif nonlineareffectsare present. In addition, the useof
empirical Green's functions in composite sourcesimulations

of large.earthquakes[e.g., Irikura, 1983; Hutchings,1994]
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